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I. INTRO: Luke 13 - Jump right in. Hopeful - the ONE THING - that if it grows in our hearts would 

change everything. Stir your love for Jesus. Marriage. Joy. Love for others. Reach more people.  
A. CONTEXT: Jesus -> Jerusalem/cross. Speaking more urgently about salvation/judgement. 

II. Luke 13:1-5: 2 tragedies. Gossip/Conspiracies: these people worse sinners & this was judgement. 
A. v.3 & .5 - God doesn’t piecemeal judge. Not a karma system. ALL of you must repent or perish.  

1. What is repentance? This is the 1 thing that if grows in our hearts will transform everything. 
B. A heart of repentance: A heart that is very aware of its sin, how it has fallen short, & it longs for 

growth, change, forgiveness, & a heart that is increasingly more aligned w/ Jesus’ heart. 
1. Psalm 51:16-17 & 10 Repentance = change mind & feel remorse. Examples: 

a) Not surprised by criticism. GH Value. Does heart lurch toward defense or 
understanding? Marriage. The Word of God. Work. Not surprised growth is needed.  

III. Luke 13:6-9: Explain parable. They’ve had 3 years! Will not have much longer to bear fruit. 
A. What is the fruit that God is looking for? Repentance! Our hearts are not aligned with his heart! 

1. Repentance is the fruit that leads to all of the fruits -> love, joy, peace, patience, goodness… 
IV. Luke 13:10-17: A shining example of a fig tree w/ no fruit on it…no heart of repentance.  

A. Sees Jesus. Hearts not aligned. No remorse. He’s stuck in his ways. Woman at Sojourn. 
B. Live in a world where to examine self and admit we’re wrong…is rare and considered weak. 

1. We have been spiritually formed and discipled by the world to believe that to be 
vulnerable, small, admit there growth is needed = immaturity and be taken advantage of. 

2. Spouse…the world is coming after the church…we must defend!  
V. Luke 13:18-21: Example 
VI. Luke 13:22-35: Example 
VII.Diagnostic Questions 

A. When criticized, does your heart lurch towards defense or understanding? Do you immediately 
defend, counter-accuse or do you ask questions and seek to understand? Ask your spouse… 

B. Are you examining yourself right now or thinking about the people in your life who need to 
hear this message? Demonstrate how ur instinct is to accuse others rather than examine self. 

C. Do you believe that if you were fully known you would be rejected by God and His people?


